On-line radiotherapy imaging with an array of fiber-optic image reducers.
In the optical approach for on-line radiotherapy imaging, a large metal sheet-fluorescent screen combination is used to convert the radiation intensity distribution into a visible light image. Data are then captured via a mirror with a camera located out of the beam. Although usable portal images can be acquired, presence of the large mirror renders the system impractical in many treatment geometries. We have overcome this limitation by replacing the mirror with an array of 16 by 16 bundles of plastic fiber-optic image reducers. Each bundle, in turn, is made up of 16 by 16 individual optical fibers. The total of 256 by 256 fibers spans an input area of 40 cm by 40 cm with each individual fiber viewing an area of 1.6 mm by 1.6 mm. Within a height of 12 cm, each fiber is reduced to an area of 0.1 mm by 0.1 mm. The reduced portal image is then turned and "piped" to a final 3.0 cm by 3.0 cm output area. For data acquisition and digitization, the fiber output is directly coupled to the sensor of a TV camera interfaced to a small computer via a 512 by 512 frame grabber. In this initial evaluation, the imaging system has been characterized in terms of its line spread function, noise and resistance to radiation damage. Adequate phantom and patient images are presented.